
The Rifton Activity Chair

I love that this chair has so much growth potential; it will last a 

long time for most children. I love that you can measure the angle 

of the tilt-in-space, and the backrest recline. This improves accuracy of 

carry over to home caregivers. The chair has been highly recommended for 

children with feeding diffi culties. It provides the support that is missing in 

standard high chairs, booster and toddler seats. Appropriate positioning 

is a key element for success with feeding.
Carol Elliott, OTR/L 

Registered Occupational Therapist

My OT at the wheelchair clinic ordered a new chair for me – it’s 

a Rifton Activity Chair. It can be very simple for children who need only 

a little support – but we added all the extra parts. It’s cleanable, so the 

pudding and mac ’n cheese just wipe right off. 
Whitney Booze, Mother 

suzybooze.com

When I think of the Rifton hi/lo Activity Chair, I think of smiles. 

Every child is so happy…I have seen those who are chronically agitated relax 

in this chair. Having been a therapist for over 25 years, I have seen my share 

of equipment, and the Rifton Activity hi/lo Chair is one of my most favorite, 

not only because it ensures good seating alignment, but best of all, because 

it is easy to adjust. I highly recommend the Rifton Chair.

Temrah Okonski, PT
Baltimore, MD
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A well-written Letter of Medical Necessity will assist in obtaining coverage. 
Download it here: http://www.rifton.com/feedingchair-lmn
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The Rifton Activity Chair provides versatile, adaptable 

and optimal seated positioning for every user. Every 

feature of this chair is based on therapist-guided design. Your 

child or client has the potential to be upright, out of bed, 

at the table with family and peers ideally positioned 

for feeding by mouth. 

Optimal positioning

home tested.
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Therapist recommended…
Now there’s a perfect complement to your feeding therapy 

practice: the Rifton Activity Chair. Available with a host of 

accessories, you can confi gure your chair to meet the exact needs of your 

client, from simple basics (a tray and lap belt) to fully involved supports 

on a hi/lo base. The Rifton Activity 

Chair has become the favorite seating 

choice of feeding therapists across 

the country. And it’s not surprising; after 

all, its design was based on feedback from 

hundreds of therapists around the world. You 

told us what you needed, and we listened. 

Headrest adjustability in three different headrest styles can make or 

break your feeding success – we even offer a Whitmyer adapter for chair 

compatibility with most Whitmyer headrest options.

Wide range of accessories including various pelvic and trunk 

supports to meet the requirements of every individual need.

The large tray snaps into place with the one-hand control. 

With a cutout for a snug fi t around the user, the tray offers arm support 

as well as room for mealtime items.

Seat and backrest padding covered with polyurethane-coated fabric in 

three color choices is easy to clean and removable for scrubbing.

Hi/lo adjustment allows for positioning low to the fl oor and up at 

the table with family or peers, while the user is in the chair. 

Tilt-in-space quickly adjusts for desired backrest angle.
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Simple forward positioning 

encourages active postural 

participation like hand washing, 

facilitates swallowing, and 

prevents choking.

Ease of posterior tilt-in-

space or recline for relief of 

fatigue, for medical respiratory 

issues, and for a restive digestion 

period.

Tool-free adjustments 

while the user is in the chair to 

make access and interactions 

immediate and real.

Range of seat-to-back 

angles facilitate trunk and head 

control and reduce tone. 

Rifton designed.

Only pay for the 
accessories your child  

or client needs! Rifton’s 
customer service team 

is ready to answer 
questions regarding the 

available options.

Hi/lo base Activity Chair (R850) 
with typical accessories for feeding.
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Therapists, contact us for a quote and to see 
if you qualify for an institutional discount.

Standard base 
Activity Chair (R840)

More features of the 
Rifton Activity Chair


